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Perhaps this is but another         of stating1 that If is
to grow in a         community where individualities
are respected         in a society	obedience is the
important         of conduct.
As a child feels the growing powers of self, lie should be
given every opportunity of testing them, and if lie has not
thwarted or over-organized lie will be far more \yi]lln§
to discuss Ms plans and feelings to stand honest criticism
than the over-disciplined youth. The characteristics of
the inner depend to a large extent on the ideals of
ri^ht conduct that the agent has acquired and adolescence
is the period during whicli ideals are formulated. An
ideal may be defined as an attitude of mind in which a
strong sentiment of respect, or In some	love, is
directed to	intellectual  conception.   Thus if
says a man has high ideals of truth and charity, one implies
that he feels so strongly on the beauty of	virtues that
he will, at great personal cost if necessary, endeavour to
Eve truthfully         charitably.
It at once becomes clear that the intellectual content,
associated with such qualities as truth, charity, social duty,
&€., is of great importance in determining conduct
that, perhaps, is why until adolescence we seldom
these strong emotional attitudes towards abstract Ideas,
It is equally clear that if educators to the best of their
mtellectiial and moral ability help their pupils to acquire
right ideals, they will have gone a long way towards
the code of self-imposed laws good.
The method of imparting the principle that
the good life is most important.   An intellectual pupil,
interested in thinking out	for	and
in finding what the great thinkers in the world
about life, might be spurred to ethical conduct by a
chi the history of ethics ; bat the gap
practical application would in all probability be too
Even the	the average	derives

